
Video Editor & Presenter Hiring  

REC Auto Dashcam Inc is looking for a full-time video editor to join our fast-paced production 
team. We are a wholesaler and retailer of auto dashcams. With our incredibly busy schedule we 
are looking for an in-house full time video editor with a great presentation skill on camera. The 
candidate is keen eye for detail and a strong knowledge of the autodashcam film industry to 
assist our team when necessary. We work on tight timelines with lots of moving parts, so we hire 
problem solvers and agile thinkers 
 
*Important: All candidates must provide a demo reel or recent examples of their video editing 
work* 

Responsibilities For Video Editor 

Take direction and establish the desired feel and look for the video to be created 
 
Love to present new dashcam models on our social media platforms 

Gather and transfer all forms of media into editing software and ensure each is updated in the correct 
format 

Operate Adobe Creative Suite (Premier and After Effects) or Final Cut Pro 

Establish a clear understanding of the storyline and purpose of the video's creation 

Ensure the correct formatting and presentation for finalized videos according to specifications 

Understand the basics of comedic timing to implement into creative projects 

Qualifications For Video Editor 

3+ Year’s Experience as a Video Editor 

Professional mastery of video and audio editing software and programs (Premier Pro is preferable but 
Final Cut Pro proficiency is also acceptable) 

Must be a proficient on video editing and speaks fluency in front of the camera  

Creative experience in filmmaking and videography 

Extensive knowledge of auto dashcam filmmaking 

Basic understanding knowledge of automobiles 

Basic understanding of vehicle driving dynamics 

Ability to understand the desired outcome of a project and the ability to bring them to life 

Experience editing various video projects and inserting sound effects, music and transitions 

Excellent communication skills are required to have a solid understanding of project scope and 
implementation 

Ability to collaborate well with other creative professionals 
 



Full-time hours 

Expected start date: 2021-09-01 

Job Types: Part-time, Temporary, Freelance 

Salary:  

Benefits: 

• Casual dress 
• Company events 
• Health Insurance Plan 
• Dental  

Schedule: 

• Mon- Fri 10:00 - 6:00 

Experience: 

• Video Editing: 3 years (preferred) 

Work remotely: 

• No 

 


